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DR.MIKE 

Michael Partouche started out as a doctor of lotions and potions 
amidst an army of pillboxes. Despite the musicality of the complicated names,
this was a prison sentence of eternal boredom for the apothecary with crow-black 
hair and tattooed skin, inked with symbols of rebellion. Fleeing the discipline of 
the pharmacy, he threw himself heart and soul into hypnotic rhythms, 
piercing melodies, tortuous solos… In short, psychedelic rock. 
The guitar was his salvation.

Michael stage-dived into rock “that enhances the fields of consciousness,” 
its treacherous delirium, its carnage and devastation, its flamboyance and
immoderation, its romanticism caught between revolt and desolation…
Now a rocker by trade, Dr. Mike moved to London for five years, where he
learned the ropes on tour and on stage. Back in France, he decided to unite
his two passions in his own fashion. 
At the crossroad of skincare and music, he found fragrance…

Treating the illness of “anonymity” with powerful scented potions, 
bandaging vacant souls with perfumes featuring perfect accords, countering 
the effects of the passing time with indelible trails.

ROOM 1015 

Los Angeles, Hyatt Hotel, 1970’s : ROOM 1015 was well known for being the 
most trashed room by bands like The Who or The Rolling Stones who used to 
stay there after their show.
Inspired by a radical rock esthetic, the ultra-polished looks of only-seemingly 
violent personas, the smell-good aura of celebrities and the flashes and
spotlights on stage, Michael Partouche composes full-volume fragrances.
To bring his imagination to life, he chose two perfumers with feverish skills, 
an electric duo that isn’t afraid to pump up the decibels of hardcore compositions.
Amélie Bourgeois and Anne-Sophie Behaghel make their entrance to give a 
rock riff to psychedelic trails with one sniff.
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For the new fragrance called YESTERDAY’, the Campaign is done in collaboration with musicians such as Yann le 
Razavet from the band MARBLE ARCH, Claude Pelletier from psychedelic band THE KUMARI and Thomas Baignères 
from Garage band LES DARLINGS.  An unique soundtrack written by PAT DAM SMYTH & Dr. MIKE describes the scent 
and will be available for download on room1015.com and as well featuring on a vinyl record. The campaign has been shot 
by Swedish music photographer Annika Berglund at HOTEL MEURICE, one of the most beautiful palace in Paris. 

YESTERDAY’s CAMPAIGN 

http://room1015.com


Inside Room 1015, in a misty bathroom scene (cardamom steam), a group 
of young souls (drizzles of bergamot) track down their prey in a virile attack 
raid (sizzles of blue lavender pomade). The blade slides and slices 
(geranium oxide). Not one hair survives the ride. Over smooth skin crinkled 
with laughter and sprinkled with madness (crisp Apple splash) glide grave 
waves of nostalgia (Davana crash). Before hitting the stage, in a daze by 
the days, these musicians think of Yesterday… And play their heart out 
Today!(arm-wrestling game between aristocratic Vetiver, seemingly tame, 
and Ambroxan, the sweat of divine lovers under another name).

 
“A fresh and aromatic fragrance inspired by a picture of the Beatles 
hangin’out in a hotel bathroom, shaving and having fun. When I saw this 
pic, I immediately tried to imagine what would be the smell inside that 
bathroom: vetiver? Lavender? Perhaps Santal? YESTERDAY is a fern 
revisited in a modern way. Think YES TODAY! A tribute to the unique spirit 
that musicians have, being kids and grown ups at the same time, walking 
on the thin line between dream and reality, teenage years and adult world. 
Now, Remember: We don’t stop playing because we grow old; We grow old 
because we stop playing! “ Dr. Mike   

 

Top Notes: Bergamot, Carvi, Sweet Orange, Thym, Basilic, Cardamom
Heart Notes: Lavender, Rhubarb, Davana
Base Notes: Santal, Vetiver, Musk, Amber Woods, Tonka Bean

THE ROOM 1015 COLLECTION 

YESTERDAY eau de parfum,  
100ml, 120€



ELECTRIC WOOD eau de parfum, 
100ml, 120€ 

The guitar case opens with a shudder to reveal its composed 
clutter: The electric shock of lacquered wood and the metallic slap 
of tight strings. (AMBROXAN for the punch of wood and an 
overdose of CEDAR for a noble touch…) The sweat of overheated, 
mistreated wood. (OAK WOOD and HYDROCARBORESIN for a 
sensual thrash) Late-night ash, a cloud of air, an injection of the 
past right into the veins. (IRIS and NUTMEG for their dust-powder 
aspect.

BLOMMA CULT eau de parfum,  
100ml, 120€ 

Blomma, bloom, BOOM... Explosion! Pandemonium! Beneath long 
hair, open minds stir up the sexual revolution. Morals are liberated 
and the flesh is emancipated. Free love blossoms in the air.
A provocative scent wafts from bared napes. It whispers sweet 
nothings like a VIOLET and barely covers frolicking VANILLA and 
CINNAMON in CASHMERAN. Then, a boldly naked PATCHOULI
arrives on the scene with a crash. Its hardcore tones throw the 
MUSKS and their caresses to the ground in a white powder splash.

Top Notes: Nutmeg, Lemon, Sage
Heart Notes: Oak wood, Cedar wood
Base Notes: Iris, Musks

Top Notes: Bergamot, Lilac    
Heart Notes: Cashmeran, Patchouli, Violet
Base Notes: Cinnamon, Vanilla, White Musks   



ATRAMENTAL eau de parfum,  
100ml, 120€ 

Your tattoos tell your story, your dreams and your protests… Your 
skin is clean, but not blank. Eau de Cologne does not erase black 
water. In a strum, BERGAMOT succumbs to BLACK PEPPER.
CISTUS excites the top notes. CARDAMOM and an AQUEOUS 
NOTE float away and indelible ink warms the skin with SAFFRON 
notes that stay. RESINS and SUDERAL bleed over the heart.
CASTOREUM structures the skeleton, deeply imprinting it with its 
animal fascination. A tribal scent, a mental decal.

POWER BALLAD eau de parfum, 
100ml, 120€ 

The 90s… Life is easy-breezy, ripe for the taking, full of French 
kisses and chewing gum. Life is carefree with a close-knit clan in 
Doc Martens and old leather. Life is rebellious, pulsing to the
sound of power ballads, love tapes, glam rock and first drinking 
sprees. Androgynous silhouettes glow clean and sensual. Fresh 
MINT mashed in vapors of ANISE and CUMIN, brisk GRAPEFRUIT
provoked by sharp attacks from POPLAR BUD, strict CEDAR 
melted into grunge LEATHER…Metal romance in a flash, nostalgia 
of a sentimental age in a whiplash.

Top Notes: Bergamot, Lime, Spearmint, Grapefruit
Heart Notes: Juniper, Cumin, Coriander, Anis
Base Notes: Poplar bud, Vetiver, Labdanum, Cedar

Top Notes: Bergamot, Lemon, Cistus, Aqueous Note    
Heart Notes: Cardamom, Black Pepper
Base Notes: Resins, Saffron, Suderal, Castoreum   



DR. MIKE’s DISCOVERY KIT EXPERIENCE 

Listen To Your Fragrance!  The Dr. Mike’s Discovery Kit Experience excites your ears and nose. 2.5 ml sprays of 
our fragrances YESTERDAY, ELECTRIC WOOD, ATRAMENTAL, POWER BALLAD and BLOMMA CULT 
together with BLOTTERS and a DOUBLE SIDED FLEXI VINYL RECORD featuring six tracks about the brand 
and its scents. All songs by London based musician PAT DAM SMYTH. ( downloadable)

AVAILABLE ONLINE, 15€



CHATBOT ON FACEBOOK MESSENGER 

 A fun help to choose your fragrance online, thanks to Keith, our Facebook messenger 
chatbot, accessible on our website, or directly on Room 1015 fragrance chatbot Facebook 
page. The Chatbot will guide you to choose your scent by type and by doing a music quiz!

https://www.messenger.com/t/140240956380755/
https://www.messenger.com/t/140240956380755/
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FRAGRANCES 

YESTERDAY 
ELECTRIC WOOD 
BLOMMA CULT  
ATRAMENTAL 

POWER BALLAD 

EAU DE PARFUM // 100ML // 120 EUROS 

RETAILERs LIST  

AVAILABLE ON ROOM1015.COM 

CONTACT 

info@room1015.com 
t:+33(0)622561474 

http://www.room1015.com
http://room1015.com

